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Contact of the reference person(s)

Principal: Raúl Ager Vázquez
Email address: raulagerv@gmail.com
Program coordinator: Palma Bautista Aguilar

Education level

Email address: palma.bauti@gmail.com
Middle School (12 to 16 years old)
We also teach High School (16-18) and Vocational Training students
but they do not belong to the Bilingual Program.

Collaboration subjects/modules ofthe Maths, Technology, Music, Art, Physics and Chemistry, History,
Biology and Geology and Physical Education
Language Assistant
Information about the town and/or
neighborhood

Seville is the capital of Andalusia and the third largest city in Spain.
It has around 700.000 inhabitants. The city cultural heritage is really
amazing and you will surely enjoy visiting the old city and learning
about our traditions. Here’s a video for you to take a first look at the
main attractions of the city:
https://www.visitasevilla.es/en/official-webguide-seville
The city has lots of things to offer: concerts, cinema, sports,
traditional and uptown cuisine, monuments, museums, hiking trails
in the nearby natural parks, shopping…

Getting to school

The school is located in a middle class residential area. It is not in
the city center but still within walking distance. Most of our assistants
have chosen to rent an apartment in the old city and then have come
to school on foot, by bus or by bike.
There are many shops, bars, bistros and restaurants in the
surrounding area and a big mall/ shopping center, about 10 minutes
on foot from the school, which is next to the Seville FC stadium.
Although there is only a subway line, the school is well served by
public bus transport. Here’s the link with information about the subway
and bus schedules and lines:
https://www.metro-sevilla.es/
https://www.tussam.es/en
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Accommodation

•

Most language assistants rent a flat in the old city, that is to say,the
part of the town within the old walls, which have been partly
preserved. It is the most beautiful part of the city and at the same time
it is the area with the best atmosphere.

Where to live in town?

Here are the links to two of the most popular rental agencies. An
apartment of your own might be a bit expensive so it would be a good
idea to try and contact either other language assistants or some
Spanish students.
https://www.idealista.com/alquiler-oficinas/sevilla-sevilla/
To share a flat or rent a room:
https://www.tucasa.com/compraventa/viviendas/sevilla/?r=&idz=0041&p1=0&p2=250000&m1=0&m2=
0&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&gclid=Cj0KCQjwl7qSBhDARIsACvV1X0fPam4AKOJM04aNIXZKa7NXXnzTWaWjcYun9FXze2yT36LeGYW7IaAu2hEALw_wcB

Contact
Assistants

with

other Language

So far there haven’t been teachers and assistants interested in sharing
a flat but it is a possibility to explore once you are here
These are the email addresses of some of our previous assistants:
Amelia Alvarez : aalvarez@wellesley.edu
Ezgi Ozdil: ezgi.ozdil@outlook.com
Darowan Akajagbor: darowan.rph@gmail.com
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https://sites.google.com/view/bilinguifywithezgi/home

